
Video Slot

THE GREATEST CATCH BONUS BUY

The Greatest Catch Bonus Buy game is the perfect opportunity to 
grab your fishing rod and hook a super big fish - a huge win!

In this title, a mustached fisherman, Harry, spends days in an old 
wooden boat at the pond, enjoying the day go by whilst taking 
pleasure in casting the rod into the chilly waters. Napping here 
and there but suddenly sees his dream fish - Scatter. A prodigious 
fish haunts his mind, but patience is always rewarded!

The Greatest Catch Bonus Buy is a chance to allow the elderly man 
a moment of happiness and for him to get closer to his dream. 
Purchasing additional Free Spins allows him to have more 
attempts at fishing into the pond so he can get his hands on 
another catch. 

In the Bonus Buy game, the fish never stops biting the hook! So 
come feel the atmosphere of a fruitful haul with Fish… oops!… 
Free Spins.
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Game Features

SCATTER SYMBOL
Scatter symbols can appear on any 
reel in the main game only. Three or 
more Scatter symbols launch a Free 
Spins game.
3 Scatter symbols trigger 10 Free 
Spins,
4 Scatters - 15 Free Spins,
5 Scatters - 20 Free Spins. 

WILD AND EXTRA FREE SPINS
The Wild symbol substitutes all 
symbols and appears on any reel only 
during the Free Spins game. Every 
Wild symbol activates 1 buoy as a 
part of a progress bar. Every 4th 
buoy awards additional 10 Free Spins 
with an increased multiplier for the 
Fishing feature:
х2 for the first 4 buoys;
х3 for the second 4 buoys;
х10 for the third 4 buoys.

FISHING FEATURE   
During the Free Spins game the 
Fishing feature is triggered if there 
are Wild and Fish symbols on the 
grid: each Wild symbol collects all the 
values from the Fish symbols on the 
reels. The final value on Wild symbol 
is player’s winning, that is added to 
any other regular winning 
combinations of the round.

DYNAMITE FEATURE   
The Dynamite feature is triggered 
after any losing spin when there is at 
least one Wild symbol and without 
Fish symbols on the reels: 3-6 regular 
symbols are replaced with Fish 
symbols.

BONUS BUY   
The Bonus Buy feature allows you to 
purchase 10, 15 or 20 Free Spins!


